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the fate of our world is in your hands, agent
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fight for the future




Ingress is worldwide, team-based, geomobile territory control. Join one of two Factions locked in a hidden conflict that’s taking place all around you.

The world is not what it seems. Discover. Strategize. Collaborate.

It’s time to move.




Download Ingress
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DISCOVER HIDDEN PORTALS ALL AROUND YOU
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COLLABORATE WITH YOUR TEAM
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FIGHT TO CONTROL YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
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EXPAND YOUR REACH ACROSS THE GLOBE
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JOIN HIGH-STAKE REAL WORLD EVENTS

















praise for ingress





“She had made many new friends playing Ingress and visited her 10,000th portal in Paris, using the locations in the game as a guidebook to the city.”
New York Times






“There aren't many places more remote than Antarctica. That's what makes the continent so appealing to avid Ingress players.”
VICE






“She admits she never would have done that on her own, but that day she was Jason Bourne.”
WIRED
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what will you fight for?









enlightened









neutral









resistance
























enlightened


The Enlightened view XM as a gift. Destiny. A way for Humanity to reach a new state of being through its mind-enhancing properties. They desire to EVOLVE humanity.






choose a side


At a secret government research lab, a new substance called Exotic Matter (XM) was discovered. XM enters our world through hidden Portals, carrying a signal that affects the human mind, increasing intelligence and creativity in some.






resistance


The Resistance view XM with caution. A potential threat of unknown origin. Something of mysterious intent that must be controlled and studied. They desire to PROTECT humanity.
















begin your journey












































DISCOVER


Detect and discover unique Portals hidden in the world all around you using the Ingress Scanner









CAPTURE


Use XM weapons to neutralize Portals under control of the Rival Faction or the mysterious Machina Virus.









BUILD


Expand your reach from single Portals to networks of Links spanning great distances and Fields covering large swaths of territory.









COLLABORATE


Coordinate with your teammates to take on complex global operations and at high-stake real-world live events.

























gear up
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Ingress Year 11 T-Shirt
$29.90
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Ingress x MrChics Enlightened T-Shirt
$24.90
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Ingress x MrChics Resistance T-Shirt
$24.90


















gear up

	

shop ingress merch
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The Muse
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April - June 2024 Schedule: Buried Memories
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Upcoming Changes to the Ingress Community Forum
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Cryptic Memories Anomaly Series - Details
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2024 Q2 Mission Days
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Introducing Daily Research Bounties
















news & events

	

more ingress news























it’s time to choose
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are you ready, agent?

DOWNLOAD INGRESS
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